SPECIAL MEETING
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT
583 SAN YSIDRO ROAD, MONTECITO, CALIFORNIA
Attend in Person or Join by Teleconference:

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88918697906?pwd=djlxS2hnWkFzWUJjRUFDZWx2L2VnQT09
Meeting ID: 889 1869 7906; Passcode: 441752
Tel: (669) 900 6833
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 2022
11:00 A.M.
AGENDA
1. CALL TO ORDER, ROLL CALL, DETERMINATION OF QUORUM
2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
3. PUBLIC FORUM
This portion of the agenda may be utilized by any member of the public to address and ask questions of the
Board of Directors on any matter not on the agenda within the jurisdiction of the Montecito Water District.
Depending upon the subject matter, the Board of Directors may be unable to respond at this time, or until
the specific item is placed on the agenda at a future MWD Board meeting in accordance with the Ralph M.
Brown Act.

4. DISTRICT OPERATIONS AND GENERAL MANAGER REPORTS
* A.

ACTION ITEM: Authorization to purchase electronic message boards to be used for
conservation and construction related messaging

* B.

INFORMATIONAL: Discussion on elevated water use and consideration of the need for
enhanced water use reduction measures

5. LEGAL MATTERS
A.

CLOSED SESSION: Pursuant to Government Code 54956.9(d)(2) Conference with Legal
counsel – Anticipated Litigation, 1 case

* indicates attachment included for this item
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6. ADJOURNMENT
Note: Montecito Water District has resumed in-person meetings in accordance with the Brown Act. In
accordance with the State of Emergency declaration issued on March 4, 2020 by the Governor of the State
of California in response to COVID-19 and Government Code 54953(e), the District also provides
alternative methods of participation which permit members of the public to observe and address public
meetings telephonically and/or electronically. These methods of participation can be accessed through the
internet link provided at the top of this agenda.
This agenda was posted on the District website, and at the Montecito Water District outside display case at
11:00 a.m. on September 15, 2022. The Americans with Disabilities Act provides that no qualified
individual with a disability shall be excluded from participation in, or denied the benefits of, the District’s
programs, services or activities because of any disability. If you need special assistance to participate in this
meeting, please contact the District Office at 805-969-2271. Notification at least twenty-four (24) hours
prior to the meeting will enable the District to make appropriate arrangements.
Agendas, agenda packets, and additional materials related to an item on this agenda submitted to the Board
after distribution of the agenda packet are available on the District website.

* indicates attachment included for this item

MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT
MEMORANDUM

SECTION:

4-A

DATE:

SEPTEMBER 16, 2022

TO:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FROM:

GENERAL MANAGER

SUBJECT:

AUTHORIZATION FOR PURHCASE OF CONSERVATION
MESSAGING SIGNAGE

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Board of Directors authorize staff to purchase two electronic message boards for a not
to exceed amount of $50,610 to be funded from unrestricted reserves.
DISCUSSION:
At the direction of the Board of Directors, District staff reviewed alternatives for placing
electronic message boards in the community to raise awareness of the drought conditions and
need to reduce outdoor irrigation. District staff contacted vendors and local contractors to
review available technologies, pros and cons of each technology, and obtain pricing.
District staff considered 3 alternatives, as shown in the table below. The pros and cons of each
message board is shown in the table. All message boards reviewed use the matrix messaging
technology, where the entire board is made up of LED pixels that can generate various fonts, font
sizes, and graphics. This technology offers more flexibility than the standard 3-line, 9-digit
boards which would not fit longer words like “irrigation”.
All message boards are solar powered, have either wheel locks or anti-theft bars to prevent theft,
have battery power storage, and are trailer mounted.
Based on staff analysis, the recommendation is to purchase two Wanco Mini Matrix message
boards. These message boards are the most commonly used in the Santa Barbara area, known
for their quality, security, and battery life. The total cost of two message boards would be
$48,910. Since the message boards will not arrive for 6-7 weeks, staff recommend renting one
message board in the meantime. The cost of rental is $850 per month and a rented board could
be delivered within 1-2 days of an order being placed. Including 2 months of rental fee, the total
proposed expenditure for the message boards and rental message board is $50,610. Since this
expense is not included in the current fiscal year budget, staff is seeking Board authorization for
the proposed expense, to be funded out of unrestricted reserves.
The message boards would be added to District equipment inventory and properly insured by the
District insurance provider. Long term maintenance would be performed by the in-house
mechanic.
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Table 1 – Summary of Electronic Message Boards
Item
Wanco Mini Matrix
$24,455
(Message = 4.5 feet x 8 feet)

Pros
 Great local
reputation
 Shortest ship
time (6
weeks)
 Lowest cost
 User friendly,
easy
programming

Cons

Sunray 390
$28,450
(Message = 6 feet x 10 feet)

 Largest
display, most
visible

 Moderate
ship time
(10 weeks)
 Largest
display, may
be difficult
to handle
 Most
expensive
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 User friendly,
easy
programming

Solar Tech MB3
$26,164
(Message = 4.5 feet x 7.5 feet)
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 Longest
ship time
(12 weeks)
 Highest cost
for 4 foot by
8 foot board

MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT
MEMORANDUM

SECTION:

4-B

DATE:

SEPTEMBER 16, 2022

TO:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FROM:

GENERAL MANAGER

SUBJECT:

DISCUSSION CONCERNING ELEVATED WATER USE AND
CONSIDERATION OF THE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL WATER USE
REDUCTION MEASURES

RECOMMENDATION:
Informational Item. No Action.
DISCUSSION:
Drought Update
As Water Year (WY) 2022 comes to a close (September 30), drought conditions statewide
continue to worsen, with over 97% of the State experiencing ‘severe’ or worse drought
conditions. Local conditions remain dry with Santa Barbara County having only received 64% of
normal rainfall thus far this water year, marking the third consecutive year of below average
rainfall. January through March 2022, which are
typically the wettest months of the year were the
driest on record. The State has arguably been in a
drought for the last decade with nine of the past
eleven years reporting below normal rainfall.
This pattern of dry conditions is forecasted to
continue into WY2023. The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) indicates
that La Nina conditions are ongoing and are
expected to continue through the end of 2022.
Warmer and drier weather patterns are commonly
association with La Nina conditions in the southwest, including California.
Recent Drought Mitigation Response
Despite worsening drought conditions, the District is better positioned to respond than in years
past. This is a result of extensive planning and related actions taken to improve overall water
supply reliability and reduce the impacts of current and future droughts. The most notable
actions include:
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Urban Water Management Plan Update. In 2017, the District completed its Urban Water
Management Plan (UWMP), and updated it in 2021. The UWMP sets forth the District’s
plan to increase local, drought-proof water supplies by the year 2025 through the
acquisition of drought proof water sources and enhancing storage of surplus water.



Groundwater Banking Rights. In 2017/18, the District acquired a right to store water in
the Semitropic Groundwater Banking and Exchange Program. During average or wet
conditions, the District can store surplus water in a groundwater basin for future use.



Groundwater Management. In 2019, the District formed the Montecito Groundwater
Basin Groundwater Sustainability Agency pursuant to the Sustainability Groundwater
Management Act for the Montecito Groundwater Basin. The Agency is tasked with
ensuring the groundwater supply is managed sustainability for all beneficial users for the
long term.



Future Demand & Water Supply Options Report. In 2019/20, the District completed an
updated Future Demand & Water Supply Options analysis, which evaluated future water
demands and water supply availability over the long term based on a variety of
hydrologic conditions and proposed various water supply options to improve long term
water supply reliability. This analysis demonstrated the need for the acquisition of new
local drought proof water supplies, such as desalination and recycled water.



Desalination. In September 2020, the District finalized a long term water supply
agreement with the City of Santa Barbara, made possible by the City’s desalination
facility. This partnership is supplying the
District with approximately one third of its
annual water supply, irrespective of rainfall
conditions, for the next 50 years.



Secured Supplemental Water Availability in
2022 & 2023. Amidst extended and severe
drought conditions, with limited opportunities
to purchase water to supplement the decline of
existing supplies, the District successfully identified and secured an option to purchase up
to 2,000 acre feet (AF) of water in 2022 and/or 2023.



5-year Strategic Plan. After having acquired a rainfall independent supply from the City
of Santa Barbara, the District undertook the development of a 5-year Strategic Plan, a
first of its kind for the District, to help
identify other initiatives supportive of the
District’s mission and UWMP to supply a
reliable supply of water to its customers.
These historic actions, in addition to others, are
expected to have a lasting and positive impact on the
reliability of the community’s water supply.
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Customer Water Use Threatens Water Supply Outlook
Despite the actions described above, the District remains vulnerable to increases in water use.
Increased water use, when supply availability is reduced, will more quickly deplete the
community’s limited water supply and put it at risk of a water shortage.
Customer water use reached a recent low in 2016 when extraordinary drought conditions plagued
most of the state. Since that time, water use has gradually increased. The District’s 3-year
annual average water use for 2019 through
2021 is approximately 4,300 acre feet per
year, which is approximately 37% below the
historical peak use in 2013 and 20% above
the recent low use occurring in 2016. Water
use has spiked recently, consistently 10-15%
above planned use (since 2020) and nearly
25% above planned use since January 2022.
While stored water is currently available to
accommodate this near term increase,
continued excessive use will unnecessarily
deplete the District’s limited supplies and will likely result in a water shortage occurring within
the next 2 to 3 years if severe drought conditions continue.
Analysis of Increasing Customer Demands
Water use has been on a gradual upward trend since 2016. The table below shows water sales
versus budget for each customer class for fiscal years 2020 through 2022. The table shows
customer demands were near budget in fiscal year 2020, then increased significantly in fiscal
years 2021 and 2022. The largest increases were in single and multi-family residential customer
classes in fiscal years 2021 and 2022 and in the institutional customer class in fiscal year 2022.
FY2020
Variance
(AF)

FY2020
Variance
(%)

FY2021
Variance
(AF)

FY2021
Variance
(%)

FY2022
Variance
(AF)

FY2022
Variance
(%)

Single Family

53

2%

812

31%

395

14%

Multi Family

1

1%

52

83%

21

24%

Agricultural

-33

-11%

42

14%

26

9%

Institutional

-95

-31%

-2

-1%

83

36%

Commercial

-20

-8%

-38

-14%

-3

-1%

Non-Potable

16

12%

22

16%

16

12%

-79

-2%

887

24%

539

14%

Classification

Yearly Total

The increased water use can be partially attributed to consecutive years of below average rainfall
and a historic dry first quarter of 2022. A more refined analysis of various customer groupings
was performed to gain a better understanding of other potential causes of the increased water use.
The analysis may be of assistance in focusing the District’s conservation efforts going forward.
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The analysis compared the most recent years of usage during fiscal years 2022 and 2022 to fiscal
year 2020. The fiscal year 2020 usage was used as the baseline year given usage was most
closely aligned with planned use (or budget). The various groupings and any associated findings
are shown below.


Single Family Residential Customers. The single-family residential customer class is the
largest District customer class representing 91% of all District meters (approximately
4,200 total customers). This customer class is the largest contributor to the increased
water sales over the last three fiscal years. Water use by this class was 812 and 395 acre
feet over budget for fiscal years 2021 and 2022, respectively.
Water usage data for the last three fiscal years indicates that 70% of single-family
residential customers have increased usage between 0 and 2 acre feet year over year. The
data also indicates an increase in the number of accounts with significantly higher use (29
to 76 accounts) between fiscal years 2021 and 2022, using 2+ acre feet or more year over
year.
FY2021
# of accounts
11

% of
Total accounts
0%

FY2022
# of accounts
14

% of
Total accounts
0%

Usage Decreased 2+ AF

919

22%

899

21%

Usage Stayed Same

216

5%

189

5%

Usage Increased 0-2 AF

3010

72%

3007

72%

Usage Increased 2+ AF

29

1%

76

2%

4185

1

4185

1

Compared to FY2020
Usage Decreased 0-2 AF

Total



Multi-Family Customers. The multi-family residential customer class consists of 65
accounts of multiple unit dwellings ranging from duplexes to large condominium
complexes, and Homeowners Associations (HOA). Private Water Companies are also
included in this customer class.
Review of usage data for this customer class indicates that approximately 77% of
customer accounts have increased usage year over year. Of these accounts, 90% have
increased use under 2 acre feet per year.
There are 10 known private water companies in the District’s service area that have
existed at one point or another in the past. Six of these private water companies have
access to water supplied by the District. Of these six private water companies, four have
had little to no water use in the last 3 years, one has constant moderate use (averaging 1
AF per month), and one has significantly higher usage year over year (6 AFY to 14 AFY
to 28 AFY over the last 3 years).



Institutional Customers. The institutional customer class consists of 123 customers that
include public agencies, a cemetery, schools and golf courses. Review of usage data for
institutional customers indicate that usage has increased slightly for the majority of the
class. However, two accounts had significantly higher usage year over year (over 10
AFY), and six accounts had moderately higher usage year over year (1-2 AFY).
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Private Groundwater Well Use. The Montecito Groundwater Basin was at an historic low
in 2016 before rebounding due to winter rains in 2017 and 2018. However, hydrologic
conditions since 2019 have been dry and the basin is experiencing decreasing
groundwater levels, although still slightly the above historic low level. Lower
groundwater levels may cause some private wells to reduce or prevent groundwater
pumping. Most well owners are also District customers. A review of recent water use
data for approximately 482 District accounts with a known private well(s) indicate:
o an average increase in use of 0.56 AF per property, and a total increase from all
accounts of 268 AF when comparing meter usage for fiscal years 2021 to 2020.
o an average increase of 0.76 AF per property, and a total increase from all accounts
of 372 AF when comparing meter usage for fiscal years 2022 to 2020. 413 of
these accounts were the same accounts that showed an increase in fiscal year
2021.
o 16 accounts, with groundwater wells, had zero usage in fiscal year 2020 and
increased usage to a total of 2.45 AF in fiscal year 2021 and 7.1 AF in fiscal year
2022.
Note that increased water use by properties with wells may or may not be attributable to
reduced groundwater levels, but may be a factor in explaining increased District water
use from the single family residential customer class.



New Property Owners. Within the last 5 years, approximately 1,628 water service
accounts have had a change of ownership. Note that some of these new owners may not
be new to the area. 290 of these accounts were randomly selected and twelve months of
usage data from before and after the change of ownership was analyzed. Usage was
found to have decreased for 135 accounts, resulting in 3.63 acre feet less usage than the
prior owner. Usage increased for 155 accounts, resulting in 4.09 AF more usage than the
prior owner. The net increase from new owners of the 290 accounts was 0.46 AFY or
less than 1 HCF. The assessment demonstrates that water usage by new owners is highly
variable, and that properties that change ownership likely do not have a significant impact
on water use.

District Actions Supporting Reduced Water Use
The District has an ongoing conservation program aimed at engaging with customers to
promote and support efficient water use. Conservation is a vital component of the District’s
diverse water supply portfolio and long-term strategy for achieving a more reliable water supply
for the community. Key ongoing conservation measures employed by the District include:


Outdoor Water Audits. The District’s in-house Conservation Specialists performs free
water conservation audits on any property within the District’s service area boundary
and recommends actions to reduced water use. The program has been ongoing since
2006, averages between 100 to 500 visits per year, and in many cases results in a
significant reduction in water use both immediately and long term.
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Conservation Messaging. The District was founded because adequate water supply in
the area was a known challenge; this is a semi-arid region with limited rainfall and the
challenge of providing adequate water extends to this day. This message has been
continually reinforced along with an emphasis on the importance of conservation. The
District’s vulnerability to water shortage in 2014, and its implementation of penalties
and allocations, gained statewide publicity and was a matter of great public interest and
participation from 2014 to 2017. Subsequent actions to provide for a more reliable water
supply have been continuously communicated to the public, in accordance with the
State’s directive “Conservation is a California Way of Life.” The District publicly
voiced concern when the State announced that the drought had ended in 2019. The
District’s declared Stage 1 water shortage condition remained in effect and it was widely
publicized that it was possible that drought conditions could persist even with two
sequential winters of above average rainfall. The probability that the entire western
United States was in the midst of “mega drought” conditions was also consistently
reported in the news and shared in District messaging.
Water supply challenges are a widely publicized topic regionally, and gain particular
attention locally with any and all news coverage related to desalination and recycled
water. Public education on water conservation is a national, State, and regional effort.
Consistent with this, the District engages in regular messaging efforts to all of its
customers, and leverages regional messaging and conservation resources. As part of its
water supply planning for drought, and the goal to move to sustainable voluntary
conservation in lieu of past mandatory methods used to curb water use, the District has
emphasized community partnerships in its messaging approach in recent years,
incorporating slogans such as “We’re in this together.”
With the trend of water use rising over budget identified in 2021, the ongoing lack of
rainfall, and the adoption of a 20% water use reduction goal, the District has focused on
water use reduction messaging. Messaging is consistent with current policy such as
Ordinance 97 and reinforces State mandates such as the non-functional turf irrigation
ban. Communications projects have included targeted messaging intended to reinforce
behavior in customers whose water use remained consistent with conservation goals,
and to instigate change with customers whose water use was on the rise. Communication
campaigns intended to spark customer action mainly have focused primarily on reducing
irrigation. Methods include notification by a variety of media before and after rainfall
events, as seasons change, and when power outages occur, and with specific attention on
properly adjusting irrigation timers. Water audits are also a key component of
messaging. Most recently, the Find and Fix a Leak targeted mailing and media
campaign aimed to get immediate involvement from customers to make them aware of
their water use and the need to conserve without using prior drought tactics that may be
ignored as a result of messaging fatigue. This campaign is still underway and
participation has been substantial.
The District has several additional campaigns currently in development and under
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consideration. A key factor is to support the completion and implementation of the
Water Efficiency Plan. The District currently broadcasts emails to more than 3,000
customers, includes printed messaging in bills, and is widely represented in local media
outlets including print, radio, and television. A listing of recent public outreach is
provided as Attachment B.


County Regional Water Efficiency Program. The District participates in the County of
Santa Barbara regional program that provides significant conservation resources to
residents and businesses in the District’s service area. The program includes school
assembly performances, high school water conservation video contest, tips, rebates and
guides for water wise landscaping, a certified green gardener database, free mulch
program, advertising including television and radio spots, a waterwise garden
competition, and more.

More recently, in July 2021, following a year of water use exceeding planned levels, the District
established a 20% Water Use Reduction Goal to realign water use with the District’s planned
use. This goal would be considered achieved when a trailing
12-month average shows 0% variance, planned to actual use.
The variance between planned and actual use from July 2021
through June 2022 was 14% and between January through
June 2022 was 34%.
Additionally, in June 2022, the District adopted Ordinance 97,
an updated drought ordinance in response to the State’s adoption of an emergency regulation
mandating actions be taken by urban water purveyors to reduce water use. In accordance with
this emergency regulation, Ordinance 97 declares a stage 2 water shortage condition in
accordance with the District’s Water Shortage Contingency Plan, implements the associated
water use reduction measures, and prohibits the irrigation of non-functional turf. A stage 2 water
shortage condition is aimed at achieving up to a 20% reduction in water use.
To date, insufficient customer response has been realized. The lack of response from customers
to voluntary conservation may warrant the District’s consideration of other means of reducing
water use to improve the District’s water supply outlook. Other means of reducing water use are
outlined in a subsequent section.
Current Water Supply Outlook
The ongoing severe drought is impacting water supply availably statewide, including the
District’s rainfall dependent sources. The District’s latest water supply update dated August 23,
2022 is included as Attachment C.
Projected Impact of Increased Customer Demands on Water Supply Outlook
As part of its ongoing water supply planning, the District annually assesses water supply
availability, including its need for supplemental water to meet projected customer demands over
a 3-year planning period. The District water supply availability and customer water use demand
can vary widely from year to year based primarily on hydrologic conditions. During average or
above-average rainfall conditions, water supply availability increases as reservoirs and
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groundwater basins fill and customer demand decreases. In contrast, during below average
rainfall conditions or droughts, water supply availability decreases and customer demand
increases. Since 2016, the District has taken a number of extraordinary actions to counter this
reality and improve the overall reliability of its water supplies, particular during future droughts.
These actions were described earlier in this memorandum. While these actions have significantly
improved water supply security for the community and the District’s overall water supply
outlook, supplies are limited and, under certain supply and demand scenarios, supplemental
water is needed and/or a reduction in customer water use is necessary to align customer demand
with water supply availability.
As was reported at the August 23, 2022 Board meeting, the District’s 3-year water supply
outlook indicates water availability to meet customer demand through 2025 with enhanced
demand management and utilization of drought reserves which includes the Homer water
purchase Option Agreement (up to 2,000 AF) and banked water stored in Semitropic (1,800AF).
See the Figure below from the August 2022 Quarterly Drought and Water Supply Update.
Coupled with decreasing water supply availability, increased customer water use above planned
levels is putting at risk water security and elevating the potential for a water shortage occurring
within the next three years if drought conditions continue. Up to a 20% reduction in water use is
necessary near term to realign water use with available supplies.

The District’s water supply and demand model used to project water supply availability over a
three year planning period and beyond is updated regularly as conditions change.
An updated assessment of the District’s 3-year water supply outlook was performed to determine
the impact of elevated customer water use on water supply availability and to determine the
reduction necessary to avoid a water supply shortage. The results of the assessment are highly
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dependent upon the model assumptions concerning water supply availability and water use over
the planning period, which can be difficult to project.
The customer water use or demand scenarios considered include the following:
Projected Demand by Calendar Year (AF)
Demand Scenarios

2022B

2023

2024

2025

2026

1. 2016-2021 Trend (status quo)

5,011

5,076

5,335

5,507

5,679

2. 3-Year AverageA

5,011

4,302

4,302

4,302

4,302

3. Planned Reduced Demand

5,011

4,302

3,872

3,442

3,442

A Includes demands for the period of January 2019 through December 2021.
B Demands are assumed to remain elevated through end of 2022, 15% above planned use or budget.

The Supply Scenarios considered have been limited to two variations in the availability of State
Water Project (SWP) and Cachuma Project supplies over the planning period. These variations
include (1) existing supplies with no additional SWP and Cachuma Project supplies made
available over the planning period and (2) existing supplies with the addition of a 20% allocation
from SWP and Cachuma Project beginning in 2024. The 20% allocation was selected in an
attempt to err on the conservative side for planning purposes while not being overly
conservative.
Some additional key assumptions include:
 Drought conditions persist throughout the planning period
 No additional reservoir inflow is received
 No additional supplemental water is available for acquisition
 Only minimal inflow (250AFY) is assumed at Jameson Lake and deliveries are limited in
accordance with Modified Rule Curve
 Groundwater deliveries increase as drought continues to worsen and as the basin permits
 Desalination deliveries continue in full over the planned period
The model results do not take into account the need to maintain a minimum amount of water
stored in Lake Cachuma to serve as a buffer should the District experience fluctuations in water
supply availability or a change in anticipated water use. The District’s targeted minimum
balance of stored water in Lake Cachuma is approximately 1,000AF.
Demand Scenario #1 (2016-2021 demand trend continues, status quo)
The following is the projected 3-year Water Supply Outlook for demand scenario 1 (demand
remaining at status quo) should demand continue to trend upward as it has consistently since
2016. Both a model run with and without a 20% SWP and Cachuma Project allocation beginning
in 2024 are shown.
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This projection demonstrates the significant impact that continued elevated water use has on
water supply availability through 2026. A water shortage could occur as soon as 2024 if the
drought continues and demands are allowed to remain elevated. Note that the District’s future
State issued Urban Water Use Objective is not yet known but is anticipated to be consistent with
or less than the District’s Senate Bill X7-7 limit of 4,764 acre feet. Demand in this scenario is in
excess of this limit in all years and compliance with the District’s Urban Water Use Objective
will likely be more difficult should water use be allowed to continue to trend upward.
Section 4-B
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Demand Scenario #2 (demand limited to 10% above the three year average)
The following is the projected 3-year Water Supply Outlook for demand scenario 2 (demand
remaining at 3-year average). A water shortage is projected occur as soon as 2025.
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Demand Scenario #3 (Planned Reduced Demand)
As an alternative, a step down approach is considered whereas customer water use is reduced
gradually each year to align with longer term water supply availability aimed at avoiding a water
shortage and/or the need for a significant and sudden reduction in water use, similar to that
which occurred in 2014 resulting in the need for customer water use allocations and penalties.
Under this proposed approach, the District is proactively preparing customers for longer term
reduce use if needed. An annual assessment of water supply availability would be performed
based on the then current hydrology and water use restrictions can then be implemented
accordingly. The figure below suggests an immediate reduction in demand in 2023 to the 3-year
average and subsequently a 10% reduction thereafter until demand aligns with supply
availability.

In all scenarios, a change in water supply conditions, whether locally at Jameson Lake and the
Cachuma Project, and/or in northern California increasing SWP availability, would improve each
water supply outlook. Additionally, the successful acquisition of an additional supplemental
water source for use in 2025 and/or beyond could eliminate a projected water shortage.
Any increase in customer water use above that shown in the scenarios could result in a water
supply shortage occurring sooner than expected.
Provided the severity of the ongoing drought and uncertainty of future hydrology, a near term
reduction in customer water use is necessary to ensure water supply availability through 2025.
Based on the lack of response from customers to voluntary conservation over the past 12 to 24
months, consideration should be given to other means of reducing water use and the associated
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timing of implementation. The longer a mandatory reduction in water use is postponed, the more
severe the potential water shortage could become if severe drought conditions continue.
Results of all model runs are included as Attachment A.
Considerations for Immediate Actions to Decrease Water Use
Under all scenarios considered, the District projects a need for utilization of both the District’s
water purchase option agreement with HOMER LLC and its water stored in Semitropic in 2023
and 2024. Additionally, under all scenarios, a water supply shortage is projected to occur at some
point between 2024 and 2026 depending on hydrologic conditions and water use projections. As
a result, the Board of Directors may wish to consider options to mitigate this risk in light of the
ongoing severe drought that could extend beyond 2022.
Various projects and actions aimed at reducing water use to mitigate a projected water shortage
are currently in development and will be implemented in the short term. These actions are listed
below and while their impact is unknown, should be considered when evaluating other water use
reduction measures.


Water Use Efficiency Plan. The District is developing a Water Use Efficiency Plan
which will serve as long term plan targeting permanent changes in the way customers use
water, consistent with the State’s goal of Making Conservation a Way of Life. The Plan
will include a variety of recommended actions to encourage and help achieve a
permanent long term reduction in water use. Ahead of Plan completion, which is
expected later in 2022, the District is working to roll out a Pilot Conservation Program
that will involve several customer rebates for specific water conservation related actions
that are easily implemented by customers to reduce water use in the near term.



Enhanced Conservation Messaging. The District proposes to purchase mobile digital road
signs to help inform the community about the need to reduce water use, specifically
reducing outdoor irrigation. The District intends to utilize Automated Metering
Infrastructure programs to enable the use of text messaging as an alternate form of
communication with customers. Additionally, the use of a banner across San Ysidro
Road will provide further notice of the need to reduce water use.



Additional Focused Mailers. The District intends to issue a customer mailer to each
property requesting those with increased use year over year to reduce use and
commending those whom have conserved.



Find and Fix a Leak initiative. The District instituted a Find and Fix a Leak campaign in
August 2022 to promote water conservation awareness. The main goal is to locate and
fix leaks but also to encourage customers to monitor water use using their meters. This
campaign is expected to continue in to late 2022 or early 2023 until the District
Automated Metering Infrastructure “smart meter” implementation is complete, which
will provide customers access to real-time water use information. This will help avoid
future water loss due to leaks.
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Acquisition of Supplemental Water. The District participates in the Central Coast Water
Authority’s annual supplemental water purchase program for the potential acquisition of
supplemental water when needed and available. Should supplemental water become
available, the acquisition could help alleviate a potential future water shortage.

Other potential projects and actions for consideration:


Declaring a Stage 3 Water Shortage Condition. Would involve the implementation of
additional water use restrictions which include the provision limiting outdoor irrigation to
2 days per week.



Establish a Penalty for Non-Compliance. Would apply to water use in excess of a
designated amount per month and would be coupled with mandatory water use
restrictions.



Establish Drought Rates. Would require a Prop 218 compliant rate study



Pursue Acquisition of additional desalinated water from the City of Santa Barbara.
Pending availability, the District could pursue additional short or long term deliveries of
rainfall independent supplies made possible by the City’s operation of its desalination
facilities. This would likely require the City’s expansion of the desalination facility, of
which the City’s interest and associated timing is unknown.

Proposed Next Steps
In consideration of the above, Management recommends the Board consider the following next
steps.
1. Consider exercising the Option Agreement with Homer to purchase up to 2,000 acre feet
of supplemental water by the end of October 2022. A delay in this decision, could
potentially result in delayed deliveries in 2023 due to contracting and environmental
compliance requirements which could prevent the District from taking delivery when the
water is needed.
2. Continue with implementation of the items listed above, which are in development. This
includes finalizing the Water Use Efficiency Plan including offering rebates for specific
water conservation related actions, enhancing conservation messaging through the use of
electronic message Boards, banners and texting, a focused mailer to all customers
requesting or commending conservation, continuing the Find and Fix a Leak initiative
until AMI is live, and continuing the search for additional supplemental water to acquire.
3. Consider additional water use reduction measures such as a Stage 3 water shortage
declaration, establishing drought rates and/or penalties for non-compliance, and pursuing
additional desalination until more information is known about the hydrology next winter.
The water supply outlook projects elevated water use through the end of 2022, therefore
this postponement would have only a minimal impact on the projections. Additionally,
the postponement will provide time to assess the need and prepare any required analyses.
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4. Once the 2022/23 rainfall conditions are known, the Board would be better positioned to
take appropriate actions to curtail water use to align supply with demand and avoid a near
term water shortage.
ATTACHMENTS:
A. Water Supply & Demand Model results
B. List of Conservation Rated Outreach
C. August 23, 2022 Quarterly Drought and Water Supply Update
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Water Supply Outlook
2016-2021 demand trend (increasing demand thru 2026),
w/ No SWP & Cachuma Allocations
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Water Supply Outlook
2016-2021 demand trend (increasing demand thru 2026),
w/ 20% SWP & Cachuma Allocations
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Water Supply Outlook
(15% above 3-yr Avg thru Dec 2022, at 3-yr avrage 2023-2026,
w/ No SWP & Cachuma Allocations)
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Water Supply Outlook
(15% above 3-yr Avg thru Dec 2022, at 3-yr avrage 2023-2026,
w/ 20% SWP & Cachuma Allocations)
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Water Supply Outlook
(15% above 3-yr Avg thru Dec 2022, 3-yr Avg in 2023, reductions 2024-2026,
w/ No SWP & Cachuma Allocations )
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Water Supply Outlook

(15% above 3-yr Avg thru Dec 2022, 0%, 10%, 20% below 3-yr Avg 2023-2026,
w/ No SWP & Cachuma Allocations )
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3yr average Production
(2019-2021)

Listing of Public Outreach and Messaging related to Conservation
1.

February 2019: MWD and other local purveyors formally express concern about
Premature Termination of Drought Emergency Status, specifically that this action was
contrary to actual water supply conditions and would promote inappropriate water
consumption behavior.

2.

2019 Conservation messaging is ongoing.

3.

2020 Conservation messaging is ongoing. Increased outreach due to rate study, focus on
water supply issues, water supply agreement.

4.

2021-22 Conservation messaging ongoing; increased in early 2022 with an emphasis on
District efforts to plan for drought and the need for Voluntary Conservation.

5.

Monthly and more frequent emails distributed to 3,000+ recipients with an open rate of
45-60%. Content is typically recirculated in Montecito Association email distribution.

6.

Pre and post rain event requests to stop irrigation - emails distributed to 3,000+ recipients
with an open rate of 45-60%

7.

Quarterly and more frequent press releases for coverage in local media such as
Independent, Santa Barbara News-Press, Edhat, and Noozhawk

8.

Monthly and more frequent advertisements in the Montecito Journal

9.

Monthly community reports to the Montecito Association in their regular public
meetings, content is typically reported out in the Montecito Journal

10.

2-3 times annually in depth presentations to Montecito Association regarding water
matters

11.

Annual Participation in Montecito Beautification Day with Conservation messaging
(every year except 2020 due to Covid-19)

12.

Tabling at Montecito Farmers Market

13.

Monthly integrated bill messages specific to conservation and conservation visits

14.

Monthly exterior messaging on bill envelopes

15.

Quarterly bill inserts specific to voluntary conservation and best practices, #1 reduce
irrigation

16.

Weekly - Monthly Facebook and Twitter posts

17.

Conservation visits and active patrol by conservation coordinator

18.

September 2021 targeted letter to all customers regarding water use

19.

January 2022 Conservation Visit video released

20.

August 2022 Find and Fix a Leak Mailing to more than 800 customers
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21.

Targeted mailing to all Commercial and Institutional customers regarding Irrigation ban
on non-functional turf

22.

September 2022 Presentation to Santa Barbara Realtors Association
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MONTECITO WATER DISTRICT
MEMORANDUM

SECTION:

5-B

DATE:

AUGUST 23, 2022

TO:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FROM:

GENERAL MANAGER

SUBJECT:

QUARTERLY DROUGHT AND WATER SUPPLY UPDATE

RECOMMENDATION:
Information only
DISCUSSION:
Overview
Despite the ongoing severe drought conditions impacting water supply availability, the District
remains well positioned to respond. Recent Board initiatives, such as the Water Supply
Agreement with the City of Santa Barbara for desalination and groundwater banking, have
significantly improved the District’s water supply outlook as compared to prior drought years.
Additionally, the District has secured an option to purchase up to 2,000-acre feet (AF) of
supplemental water in 2022 and/or 2023 and is pursuing other supplemental water purchase
opportunities depending on need. The District’s water supply outlook indicates water availability
to meet customer demand through 2024 with enhanced demand management. Customer demand
remains elevated despite the District’s effort to curtail water use over the past year. Over the
first half of 2022, Customer water use (sales) was 34% over budget and 14% since July 2021.
The continuance of demand above budget may result in future water shortages that occur sooner
than anticipated should drought continue. Additionally, the District continues to thoroughly and
methodically evaluate other means of shoring up water supply reliability such as recycled water
and additional groundwater banking.
Drought Update
As of August 9 2022, the US Drought Monitor indicates worsening drought conditions statewide,
with over 97% of the State experiencing ‘severe’ or worse drought conditions and a majority of
Santa Barbara County experiencing ‘extreme’ drought. Local conditions remain dry with Santa
Barbara County having only received 63% of normal rainfall thus far this water year, marking
the third consecutive year of below average rainfall. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration indicates that La Nina conditions are ongoing and are favored to continue
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through the end of 2022. Warmer and drier weather patterns are commonly association with La
Nina conditions in the southwest, including California.
Water Supply Conditions
Due to the ongoing drought, water supply conditions continue to worsen statewide. According to
Santa Barbara County records, county-wide percentage of normal rainfall for Water Year (WY)
2022, as a percentage of an entire average water year is 63% through August, 2022.
Unfortunately, the majority of this rainfall was received in December 2021 and had little to no
impact on water supply conditions. The Cachuma Project and Jameson Lake, two critical water
supplies for the District are currently at 40% and 63% respectively of full storage capacity.
Since mid-2020, the District has relied heavily on Cachuma Project water stored in the lake to
meet elevated customer demands. With limited additional Cachuma Project water available to be
allocated in the upcoming water year(s) and the District’s stored water in the lake declining, the
District plans to import its secured and/or banked water supplies in 2023 and possibly 2024,
depending on rainfall. Jameson Lake deliveries are reduced to about 650 acre feet per year
consistent with the District’s 2020 modified rule curve. Jameson Lake is a District owned and
operated facility and serves as a longer term drought supply with reduced deliveries available
over an extended period. The State Water Project (SWP) allocation for 2022 is a dismal 5% for
a second consecutive year and expectations are that the initial allocation for 2023 will be 0%.
Due to low SWP reservoir levels, this allocation is not anticipated to increase much, if at all in
2023. As of August 2022, the District has 272 acre feet of water available in SWP San Luis
Reservoir which consist of 165 acre feet of SWP water and 107 acre feet of supplemental water
purchased as part of the recent Yuba County exchange. In additional to limited SWP supplies
resulting from multiple consecutive years of drought conditions statewide, supplemental water
availability is also extremely limited. The District continues to pursue supplemental water
acquisition through the Central Coast Water Authority’s (CCWA) 2022 Supplemental Water
Purchase Program in addition to pursing supplemental water acquisitions using its own
resources. The supplemental water purchase opportunities identified in 2022 offer only a small
volume and are at high cost. Should drought conditions continue into 2023, about 2,000 acre feet
of supplemental water will be needed to meet limited customer demand.
In January 2022, the District began receiving deliveries of about 117 acre feet of water per
month from the City of Santa Barbara, in accordance with the September 2020 Water Supply
Agreement. These deliveries are made possible by the City’s operation of its desalination
facility. This new local rainfall independent water supply is nearly 100% reliable and serves as a
baseline supply for the District, helping to mitigate the impact of ongoing and future regulatory,
environmental and climatic challenges affecting the District’s other water sources.
As another means of mitigating the impact of droughts, the District participates in the Semitropic
Groundwater Banking and Exchange Program. During average or wet conditions, the District can
store surplus water in a groundwater basin for future use during below average or dry conditions.
The District has 1,800 AF of water stored in this banking program. This water will likely remain
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in storage through the WY2023, ending September 30, 2023, and may be utilized in WY2024
and beyond should dry conditions continue.
In early 2022, the District secured an option to purchase up to 2,000-acre feet of water in 2022
and/or 2023 from an agricultural operation (HOMER LLC) located in central California. This
option was acquired due to increased concern over worsening drought conditions and the
uncertainty of supplemental water availability in 2023 should dry conditions statewide continue.
This option provides a guaranteed source of supplemental water. The District’s latest water
supply projection indicates a high likelihood that this option to purchase will be exercised in
early 2023, with deliveries to Lake Cachuma expected through late 2023.
As SWP and supplemental water becomes limited during extended drought periods, gaining
access to water stored regionally such as in the Semitropic Groundwater Banking and Exchange
Program or SWP San Luis Reservoir can prove to be challenging. Potential challenges that could
impact delivery capabilities in 2023 and beyond if drought conditions continue include (1)
limited exchange opportunities available to move water around the state, (2) need for enhanced
infrastructure such as pumping to reverse the normal flow of water in SWP facilities, (3)
difficulty achieving water quality standards due to low flows and long retention times, and (4)
increased variable costs caused by low flow and the loss of economies of scale. The District’s
limited or inability to delivery its water stored regionally to meeting customer need would have a
significant impact on its near term water supply strategy including demand management.
District management will be working with CCWA to develop a better understanding of these
challenges and the associate risk so that District’s Board of Directors can make appropriate water
supply planning decisions over the coming months and years that ensure near and long term
water security for the community.
Customer Demand
Customer demand remains elevated despite District’s effort to curtail water use over the past
year. Over the first half of 2022, Customer water use (sales) was 34% over budget and 14%
since July 2021. Water use above budget is occurring across most customer classes with the
most significant variance in acre feet water use occurring within the residential customer class.
The precise reason(s) for the elevated use remains uncertain but is thought to be attributed to
consecutive below average rainfall years, the historic dry first quarter of 2022, and/or private
well use decreasing due to declining groundwater levels.
In July 2021, following a year of water use trending 25% on average over budget, the District
established a 20% water use reduction goal to realign water use with budget. Initial progress was
made in the immediate months following but beginning in 2022, water use (sales) spiked
resulting in January through June total sales being 34% over budget. Increased water use during
drought periods is depleting the District’s limited available water supply increasing the potential
for a more near term water shortage. A reduction in water use is necessary to align consumption
with budget to ensure water supply availability in future years and compliance with State
regulations relating to maximum per capita water use. The lack of effectiveness of the District’s
actions to achieve its water use reduction goal using voluntary conservation actions may warrant
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the Board of Director’s consideration of other means of reducing water use to improve the
District’s water supply outlook.
The District continues to place particular emphasis on conservation outreach through messaging
and conservation visits to help support a reduction in water use. In August 2022, the District
commenced a Find and Fix a Leak initiative with the goal of increasing regular manual meter
reading by customers to track water usage and to identify the leaky faucet icon on water meters.
A targeted mailing was sent to over 600 customers with a potential leak on their property.
Additionally, the District is developing a Water Use Efficiency Plan which will serve as long
term plan targeting permanent changes in the way customers use water, consistent with the
State’s goal of Making Conservation a Way of Life. The Plan will include a variety of
recommended actions to encourage and help achieve a permanent long term reduction in water
use. Ahead of Plan completion, which is expected later in 2022, the District is working to roll out
a Pilot Conservation Program that will involve several customer rebates for specific water
conservation related actions that are easily implemented by customers and reduce water use in
the near term.
In addition to the District’s establishment of a 20% water use reduction goal, in July 2021
Governor Newson announced a request for a 15% voluntary reduction in water use statewide.
Due to the lack of a response to this State request, on March 28, 2022, Governor Newsom issued
Executive Order N-7-22 directing the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) to
develop an Emergency Regulation mandating actions be taken by all urban water purveyors to
reduce water use. On May 24, 2022, the SWRCB adopted the Emergency Regulation which
among other mandates, required the urban water purveyors to (1) declare a Stage 2 water
shortage condition, (2) implement all actions included in the Water Shortage Contingency Plan,
which is included in the District 2020 Urban Water Management Plan, and (3) prohibit the
irrigation of non-functional turf. These mandates became effective on June 10, 2022, and are
required irrespective of a water purveyor’s water supply condition. At its meeting of June 8,
2022, the District’s Board of Directors adopted Ordinance 97, an updated drought ordinance
which incorporates all the requirements included in the SWRCB Emergency Regulation. The
SWRCB mandates are aimed at achieving between a 10 and 20% reduction in water use
statewide.
Water Supply Outlook
Based on available information, including projected dry conditions through 2024, the District’s
three-year water supply projection indicates a need for about 2,000AF of supplemental water in
2023 and potentially up to 1,500AF in 2024 to meet projected customer demand. Near term
enhanced demand management is necessary to realign water use with budget and reduce current
water use by about 20%.
Sources of water supply used to meet customer demands through 2024 include the Water Supply
Agreement with the City of Santa Barbara (desalination), secured and/or banked supplemental
water, Cachuma Project, Jameson Lake, and groundwater. The source of supplemental water
includes purchase of supplemental water secured from HOMER LLC, banked water stored in the
Semitropic Water Storage District Groundwater Banking and Exchange Program, and others.
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The District continuously evaluates water supply conditions and the need for additional
supplement water and/or demand-management measures to ensure water supply availability over
a three-year planning period and beyond.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Water Supply by Source
2. Quarterly Drought and Water Supply Update Presentation
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Water Supply by Source
Source

Current Condition
(As of June 30, 2022)
 Deliveries began January 1, 2022
 1,430 AFY, ±117AFM
 Deliveries irrespective of hydrology
conditions

Projections
(thru 2024)
 Serves as base supply
 Project full utilization

Jameson Lake

 63% capacity (3,065AF) based on 2019
bathymetric survey
 Lake deliveries limited to approx.
650AFY in accordance with the
updated rule curve
 Water quality remains stable with no
identified constituents of concern

Doulton Tunnel

 Tunnel Intrusion is approximately
20AFM
 Must take delivery when produced.
 Superior water quality; blended with
Jameson Lake water prior to treatment

 Maximize deliveries in accordance
with Modified Operational Rule
Curve
 Projected deliveries for 2022 thru
2024 between 500-650 AF due to
assumed continued drought
conditions and limited inflow
 Assumed 500AF of lake inflow per
year.
 Projecting below average infiltration
thru planning period due to ongoing
drought conditions

Groundwater

 Total potable well capacity approx.
650gpm
 Basin remains just above historic low
conditions
 Conjunctive use of groundwater and
surface water supplies; Resting wells in
years of average or above average
rainfall
 Ramping up operation of potable wells
to help supplement reduce surface
water availability

WSA (Desal)
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 Operation of wells through 2024
depends on hydrologic conditions
 Semi-annual groundwater monitoring
report presented in January 2022 by
the Montecito GSA indicates levels
have declined following the dry
WY2021. Levels remain near historic
low levels

Water Supply by Source (cont’d)
Source
Cachuma Project







Current Condition
(As of June 30, 2022)
±40% of full storage capacity
USBR issued 70% allocation
(1,856AF) for WY2022 on October
1, 2021
Total ±1,305AF of “carryover”
water stored in lake
Evaporation on carryover water
increases as lake level decreases








State Water Project

 2022 allocation of 5% (165AF); 2nd
consecutive year of 5% allocation
 SWP deliveries in 2022 limited to
those required under the SYRWCD
ID1 Exchange Agreement (up to
625AF), subject to SYRWCD ID1
demands
 165AF SWP water stored in San
Luis Reservoir

Supplemental Water








Projections
(thru 2024)
Stored carryover water is at risk of
loss to spill. Risk in 2022/23
remains low due to reduced lake
level
Water supply projections use 0%
allocation WY2023 and 2024
Lake level projections indicate the
emergency pumping barge may be
needed as soon as Summer 2023
USBR challenges Cachuma
Member Agencies ability to store
carryover water in Cachuma. Would
have adverse impacts on water
supply management in the future.
To be negotiated as part of contract
renewal

 Average SWP allocation of 40%
 No SWP deliveries projected in
2023; Limited to those required
under the SYRWCD ID1 Exchange
Agreement if SWP water is
allocated
 Surplus water stored in SLR, if
available may be banked. When
Semitropic bank is full, it may be
exchanged or transferred (sold) to
another SWP contractor in
accordance with SWP Contract
Amendment No. 21
Supplemental water not needed in
 Supplemental water likely needed in
2022 to meet customer demands
2023 and potential 2024 to meet
Availability of supplemental water in
customer demands if drought
2022 is limited and has a high unit
conditions and/or elevated customer
cost
demands continue
Up to 2,000AF of supplemental
 Project delivery of about 2,000AF
water available through 2023 from
of supplemental water from
HOMER LLC (Option Agreement)
HOMER LLC in 2023, and up to
Ongoing evaluation of supplemental
1,500AF from Semitropic in 2024
water opportunities
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Water Supply by Source (cont’d)
Source

Current Condition
(As of June 30, 2022)
 Water Banked in Semitropic
Groundwater Banking & Exchange
Program totals 2,000 AF (less 10%
losses)
 Per contract, a total of 4,500AF of
groundwater storage capacity
available to District
 Request for delivery of water to be
made by May 1 each year

Projections
(thru 2024)
 Delivery of banked water likely
needed in 2024 should drought
conditions continue

Water Debt

 District has no water debt

 With County approval of SWP
Contract Amendment 21, anticipate
acquiring water if needed through
transfers rather than exchanges,
thereby not incurring water debt

Conservation
(Voluntary)

 Customer water use (sales) is
currently OVER budget by 43% for
the first half of 2022 and 14% for
FY2021/22; Additional reductions
are necessary to ensure future water
availability and to avoid more near
term water shortages
 July 2021 request for 20% reduction
in water use to (1) align demand
with budget, (2) ensure compliance
with state regulations for urban
water use, (3) extend limited
supplies into future years

Banked Water
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